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The Barth ► s magnetopause 1s the boundary between .s hot tenuoum plasma
in the ►nagnetoephere and a cooler dentser plasma in the magneto-
shoat h. both of these plasm: ► s contai ►; magnetic fields whose directions
are usually different but whose magnitudttsare often comparable. Efforts
to understand the structure of the rasgnotosphere have been bampered
by the variability and complexity of than boundary. Waves on the
magnetopause -mi-fact , propagate toward the magnetotail with poorly known
velocities that can range anywhere within an order of magnitude of Ill km/sec.
Typical thicknesses oro probably on the order of a few hundred km
which is a few times the gyroradius of it thermal proton. Although
conclusive direct evidence for it field component. Bn , across the
magnetopause has not be -n found. this lack of evidence may reflect
the difficulty in determining B 1 in the presence of magnetopauso
waves rather than the real absence of this component. Cons iderahIv
indirect evidence exists for ,tit open magnetosphere, but the importance
of the reconnection process thought to produce open field lines
has recently been questioned.
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I NTRODUCT ION
The outer boundary of the earth's magnetic field (the magnetopause)
rvmaln.a one of the most important yet Ivast understood regions of the
magnetosphere. It Is important since the physical processes occurring
at the magnetopause control the entry of solar wind plaasm.i, momentum,
and energy into the magnetosphere. It is poorly understood because its
study involves many of the most difficult problvms of both experimental
and theoretical space physics.
Experimental difficulties arise because this thin boundary region
is almost constantly moving with an unknown and variable velocity re-
lative to all 	 spacecraftt.	 Experimental sampling rates have
often been inadequate to resolve the microstructure of the magnetopause.,
especially those for plasma experiments which must measure hot anisotropic
plasmas whose densities are particularly tenuous on the magnetosphere
side of the boundary.
The magnetopause is difficult to understand from a theoretical
standpoint because it involves many of the most complex problems of
magnetized hot anisotropic plasmas. Whcreafs MHD theory is generally
.applicable within the large volumes of the magnetosphere and magnetosheath,
the thin boundary region separating them Is undoubtedly dominated by
microprocesses which involve large gradients and non-linear effects. Even
the appropriate boundary conditions to impose on a theoretical model are
not clear, partly because of experimental uncertainties and the fact that
conditions are -ariable In time, but also because these boundary conditions
require knowledge of plasmas at distant points along field lines which
thread the region of the magnetopause. This latter constraint means that
It is impossible to begits to understand the magnetopause microstructure
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without eonsidt'ring; the over.tlI flrld topology and whether llvld Iinvs
cross tilt , mog;ntopausr (Willis. i tg ;N),	 Natltral Iv it Is tilt mit rostructure
which determines tilt- topology. all 0l which itivans tilt' problem should be
Nil vt,d In . ► sell eonsist ell t m..nnt,r.
Vitt ortuttatel y , virtu.+IIv al l theories presuppose either the presence
or absence of this field rompotlent across the houndary and the resulting
theories shed tit) Iurther lIg;ht cont • t'rninp, Its existt,nce. 	 Experlmrnta1
studies have been unahle to elvarl y confirm or refute the existence of thk
normal com r ronrnt for reasons t h,tt wi t I he d iscussrd In this paper.
In this review we will first consider the general question of
m.ignet osphere t opology, corm idvr ing; the : ► cetlltltt l.tt t'd i nri l rec t ev idence
that h. ► s argued fair field lines crossing; the hointtlarv. 	 Next we will
i l I ust rate the g vnera I appear. ► nce of the nt ► g;nt't opause and d kk-tlro; the
houndary conditions imposed by the mag;netosphert , .laid magnet oshc.tt h.
Iheu we will invest ig;ale the micros:trnet tit e of the mag;netop;tusc. reviewing;
wave motion of the boundary and the difflcnities involved In determining;
thIeknt,sses and f I v I d ckingronents tit , i'mll to the lion n,larv.	 I'In.111v. we
will review high latitude observations and cone1ude with suggestions as:
to wh.tt appears to he the most promising; approaches: to tartlet studies
Of tilt , mag;nrtopause.
THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD CONFIGURAT ION
For many years opposing; vIows of the gteonlag;net It, field con  Ig;urat ion
ll.lvc cont creel arkilind I he quost [k i ll of I he f leld compont'llt 	 t he
ill,  gilt , topause,
	
l it
	
"open mole l", magnetosphere and magnet oshcat l
f Ields: " r vvon lcet" e r r "merge". iii .1 proct'Ns t hat converts magnet ill tit-11(i
energy into part Icle kinetic energy.
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process the tields of the magnetoslaeath become interconnected
with those of the magnetosphere such that they form a rot:at tonal
discontinuity at the magnetopacase. Since these reconnected field linen
are equlpotentials under the usual MITI) assumption, the Vxil electric
field associated with magatetoslac.ath flow is tr,cn::mitted down field lines;
to tho polar cap Ionosphere. 'These low altitude electric field ,are
indeed ohserve,l and are thought to be important in driving magnetosphere
plasma convection. Since those field 1Ines cross the magnetopause,
an electric ftold must exist tangent to the magnetopause.	 t
This "open model" has enjoyed considerable success over the years. It
correctly predicted that geomagnetic activity would he enhanced when
the interplanetary field assumed the southward orientation which is most
favorable for reconnection. The theor y is consistent with inward motion	 t
of the magnrtopause under southward- Interplanetary- field conditions: (Auhry
et al., 1970) which is associated with an increase lit 	 field magnitude
and radius. This open configuration easily explains the entry into the
tail of both cosmic, ray particles (e.g.. Paulikas, 1974) and electrons
of several hundred ev energy W izera and N'enneil, 1978). A north-south
asymmetry to this entry process and its dependence on Interplanetary
sector polarit y is part icularly wvI I explained by all open model :and, indee -1,
seems difficult to explain in any other manner. Also the existence of open
field lines provides a simple explanatlon for plasma flows In the polar cusp
I	
and plasma mantle (aaerenctel et al., 1978).
•
The original and traditional alternative to the open model, the
"closed mo tA" , assumes that there is no field component across the
magnetopause. In this closed mode the magnetopause is a tangential
discontinuity which isolates fiel, lines of the magretosheath from those
of the magnetosphere. This model has difficulty explaining both the
4
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observed t'llt r y of t, tit , rget I 	 pa  l it • 1 e t(i t lit' poI a 	 c.1i t4 .111.1 t he v11l rN . of
t•ular willtl plasma to the maKrl0tosph0re.
	 1'h0 Illasm. ► entrV is presuni.11+lc
t hrough a d i t f um it'll mt,t • hall ism wit I rh 14 110t wt, I I utlder4t ood . but
must be very of f it, tent .	 'These t .t. • t s, a lotlk with tilt , --tiper for
prt,dictIve All IitV tit Iht, 011011 1110ilt , I. . • .11lsvil thc' ( • 14141((1 nlodt,l to
Ii t se favor.
I n reccut y ears. however. doubt s as t o t lit' import ailt't , or evell t lit,
I
ex i 4t .ltlt't' tit recollilt,t't i0il have l ed Homt, workertt t oward 71 mt4l i t it'd vet's it+il
of the closed modol.	 1110"t, tlt+ubts have hv.n I.Ii40d primill'tt y by Ht,ikila
(1975; 1078) who noted that tat, t,lectric fi0lit taligont to tilt , miglieto-
p: ► use i It t hr opt,n mods' I wou I it gt,nt,ra 1 1 v havt, a r0ml+t+110n t a l i t;ll0d w i t h
t ilt' inag lictt`p.ltist , (1 111'rt'm s y sttill !Iml I Iow4 tllPre.	 A . irgi , .111E + 1111t t it
ellel-gi.. ,chollid bettimsil`,Itcd Which i4 11141 that vm-1- lj y 111.11 rt,t't'llllt,t•I.it+11
theory prod icts should ht ,
	+mcrted into that it  it flowing; 111asma
(tiolttlt , rill). 1971+).	 lit , Ikk ilit valt -tit .1(t,.1 t h is ellet'l;y d Iss ill,lt loll as
Sxll1 1N
 ergs/svc • , it power that probabl y should have bevii obtlervt,ti by
spacecraft. vet h. ► ,: nit bet-ii det vet t,d (li.torentit , i et al., 1978; lit , ikkIlit
I 1478).	 111 is 11t,1',.7t ive r0snit Is init'rpretc`d by lit , ikkiI -I .14 evidence for
tllt` Amence of re.'oIlllt'.'I it+il.	 `Met, evidetice trt+In part it' It, t'IItI' y NtIVIn
to require open field I ines, somt , :I tithor4 (Heikki la. 1978; Haert'ndeI	 1
tit 711.. 1478; .1t + 11tisot1, 1 1178) iiow favor 71 mt+dt,l Which retatll4 tilt' inter-
connected field Itnc4 while quest tollirt t; the importa tit , t, of the reconnection
proct,sH.
BOU NDARY COND I TIONS AT THE MAGNETOP AUSE
AIthough obaerv.lt tolls (if 111,' 111.1',Itt,t011MIst, wt,l't, 1 1 t,rt01'1110d Ott soniv of
the earliest spacecraft, ther0 have %tern IF 	 1f any publtshed vxam11lt,S
S
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of compreh{ •nsive measurement8 showing electrons, protons and magnet le
1	 fields across the magnetopause. 	 Stich data from the IMP-6 sp.I ecraft
; 	 are shown in Figure I.	 the l ei second .averages of the magnetic field
magnitude, H. latitude and longitude angles A and t. and standard
deviation R are shown in the bottom four panels. Plasma data measured
uv the Los Alamos plasma experiment (Hones and hams, private connun teat ion,
t
1978) Is shown at the top w i t li 108-second t imc resol ut ion. 	 (In ant it tea
shown are density n. average energie-, for protons and , p lectrons. and
Clow vectors. Every second measured flow vvetor is shown, with down-
ward directed vectors representing flow from the Fin, tlusk to the left
t
.Inca dawn to the right. 	 In this example and on this time scale, the
naagnetopause 14 readil y identifled at '2:50 IIT b y the dtscont ► nuity in
A I the measured parameters. In going from the magnetosphere to the
magnetoshrath the plasma density changi.s from 0.7 to 35 particles/ce
wh i le the average proton and e 1 ec t runs cnerg i es go from I I Kt-%, .Ind I . 1
­w to 600 ev and 60 ev respectively. The average energy is .Ilmost
	 i
equivalent to a temperature since fl,ww energles are relatively small
i
near the magnetopause. These density and temperature change~ tend
nK(T +T )
to offset each other, so the ch,Inge in plasma ti
`/8n
(nEp-1/^tm1)V2	
B
V(W !8TI)) is not large and N is near unity on either side
t.i t !,e hound.ary.
This quantity. B. is shown in Figure 2 ..along with the 1.28-second
magnetic field averages and plasma n and V. Thc trace above the field
magnitude represents the total (field plus plasma) energy density or
pressure and is associated with the right hand scale. The slightly
higher magnetoshcath pressures may represent a real time increase whiclt
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 boundar y in past tl►t lapacteraft. 'n ►e +aingle high paint In energv
dviiait y m.tv reauIt Iron► unto .II Lisinp al thr pta^-lna dal .I.	 A I+brood k , lost
It , I,rt 1 .1 1 t o t IIC "lagiteto Pat tltit' probabl v oet'tll'rtti at 1 :01 where t lit' lltagtlel i t -
slit-at It flow tltreetit'll is perturbed .ual the field .lugIvs bet't l mt • .loiter
tit their MdA g eto'spht • t'e Values.	 Not t• that tilt halu ►.IaI. N. Iaver t11.1t is
.Ilmotit aIw.Iv y prllllent I11 at lea tit .1 barrow t't •gtoll at the Illaglletop.lusa'
(Fa:.tnl.ul et .II., I47h) is not r% , solvrtl in thlti relat i\-.-Iv t•oartee-
resolut ion 1 , 1m4ma ,lata.
	
111t • lilt erplan. • tary f ivI 'l at tht • t ime it 	 the .above examplt,
I 1 .8 ) magn i t tide anti Ntttlt h ward or tent A loll (0 a -.is % 1.  t • 1.4 0 , ) . I'r'an
our i.aowlr'tl l:r of tilt' nlagnt , tosl ►eath lt,. l;., Fairf lel.1, 147h11 it is : Iear
that tilt erplatlet, ► t - \• l le I%is .Ire t'otivct'tt,,1 i tit t 1 1 ht , magm , t kisheat h I here
t htt \' t end t o l't • cotilt' tit aped over t he lll.lt'ytletosplict v. 	 Ali illt erl , I 'let ar\
Iit'ltl with a St'tlthw.ard :ollipont',lt will Create .1 large allgit' discollttlllltty
with tllt' norttlwaI'd Itiret'teel tli it, 11e f told at the Iow .In•l mid - I.It itutlt•
magt1etopati st . .	 'n,is is tilt • cast- in Figure • i.	 A tit , rthward dire,'t lotmI
i lit er111.met.lr\ I iel.l will ht, Mort , , • It o -wiv .aI i l, Iwtl with tits, dtpolt . f ield
attd thus produt'er; .1 q itch	 small 	 angil t	 Lit s ' . k i ll t i nu 1 1 1.
:fin examplt, Own tilt , interpl,t►lr• t.lrt field W.I ., 12.6 1 alld northward
(1)	 14. f - 1451 it,: .-hown in Figurt , t .In.t also with Itight , 1 lt,rat l ItIt ion
data to Figure 4,	 In tiler:. t igtared the ma gilt , to pall rle :an ht • lorcated it
.11 1 11rt1ximatt • Iv 11:lb till tilt' basis of tilt rharat• terixt i, 	 In tivw;lie
anti avet',a} t, t,,lel gv ,	 In tills eaara tilt , 111.1glie't iv field ,t.l t a , • anllt l t ,• I t• .It' I v
luratt ti... 111,t ,k•• 1I0t0p.lust except b y tilt- lttet'ease lit flut • ttl.It iow; a:; indicated
by 1S .	 Not ice , t halt t Ito m.agnt • tosht • ,It h f told 1:1 . ► ,'t u.11 Iv Iargrr t hall t he
magnetosphere fit • ILI. a r;ittlAtoll th.lt is tvlliral I1e,11r tilt' tt.1a^: arnl 'lust
f lank	 (Itepprler, 1467. og i 1 v it' et a l . , 1 1111 ) .Intl ::timt • t im, • !. 10utld e • vt,n 110.11 ne'o'n
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(FairtIcld. 1 1176b). Figure 4 shows that 0 to actually higher In the
magnetoshnere that, in the magnetosheath. The higher observed presoure
it the magnetosphere in probabl y
 'tie to it slight overestimate in n,
but confirmation that magnetosphere plasm. ► pressure exceeds lnagneto-
sheath pressure can he deduced independentl y from the field data.
These w 10 Kev magnetospherie protons with densities approxim.ltely
1/cc in the outsr magnctosphcre have onl y been measured in recent veal-H
and their presence in not generally appreciated. They itre invariably
present. 11UWeV1'r (Nee liaerendel vt A, 1978 for several examples). and
mean that 8 is seldom much lens than unity in the outer magnetosphere.
It can also be Neon in Figure I that during the first hour that
the spacecraft Is within the magnetotthe,tth the'field magnitude is
decteasing, while the density is inereasing from 4 to 10. Th.s decrease
undoubtedly indicates the presence of the plasma depletion layer pre-
dicted theoretically (Nan and Wolfe. 1976) and recently detect.-d by
t:ooker et al. (1978). This depletion occurs when interplanetary
field lines oriented approximately perpendicular to the earth-sun
line become draped over tho magnetopause, and the plasma partIc1es
with smaller pitch ankles escape along the field. This situation is
.illustrated schematically in Figure 5b.
A field oriented more along the earth-sun line is predicted to
have a very small, value near the subso1ar point and mi 1;ht look like
those drawl, in F igut• e 5a.	 Such magnetosheat 11
fields are less apt to exhibit dr,lping. Furt1wrnnire, being downstream
of a parallel bow shock, they are highly variable. An example is shown
in Figure 6 (Interplanetary B - 3.8 y.'  tt - - 6 11 . S c 331 0) where multiple
r
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:rossings of the magnt-topatast- arc apparent at the houaaiaries tit Itigh
f ield revions where angles ret urn to the direction Oven later during; an
extended magnetospht-re traversal. Although no plasma data are available
for this exampIt-. it can he contidently preseimcd that	 .^ 1 in t1
magnet osheath and tht' pressure It. lancv .it , ross tIiv magnetopauSe is
primarily between tilt magnet CISphere fit-ld and the magneto "lie atIt I) I.
r lttiough this Litter sit uatlon is common iv Httpposed to he tvp1v,11, we
r111pliasize t11.at a dlstrilitit ton of t ;	 /hcovers the ent ireSphere Sheath
raa.ge between sm.t l I values and those somewhat greater than unity.
tln the one hand Solar wind k ' .. -tic pressure balances geomagnetic t it-ld
pressure to the' extent that average posit io114 of the m.tgnetopause are
:adequately predicted, on the • , e ther hand. the local pressure halance
at the magnetopatme is often between tilt- field and plasm.t on both sides
of the boundar y . Apparently, magnetosht-atia processes associated with fit-id-
1 hit- draping and the plasma deplc• t ion I.iver often etmvert d irect e • .i solar
wind kinetic energv info imi t,,netosheath magnetic field energy.
in view of results suggest Ins that micropulsat ions art , though to be
due to tilt- Kelvin-liclnlholtz Instability of the M.1 I'll 	 (Southwood.
1Q74) and that such mic ropulsat ions are more frequent when the iuter-
planetar y field is aligned near the earth sun line (e.g.. Creenstadt
and Olson. 1977), it is interesting to speculate th:t the magnetopause
stahi I ity m.av he related to tilt , inte• rpl.tne• t .v field orientation.
Perhaps the stronger magnce tosheath f it'lds Assoc i.tt ed with perpendicular
or ient at ion tend to stabilize the m.tgnet op;ruse, whereas weaker fields
associated with e;trth-sun alignments favor instability. Further evidence
supporting this conjecture is the observation of Ilowe and Siscoe (1972)
ea
I
.1
that tall boundar y mot ions are mare frequent n ear dawn. A npiral inter-
,
	
	 plane ►.ary f field doer+ not drape itsel I as in ordrr	 a matmer c n t he dawn slide
as on the dusk side (Bt-limmon and Faire field. 1909).
MGNETONAUSK MlCROSMUCTURF
When the magnetopaust. is invest igateu 'It inlc' Scales less than .l
minute. quint ities+ that appear to chat+ge simc1l tall, ollsly on the scales
Of Figurers 1-4 now begin to exhibit differences. Aceords'tg to Neugebauer
et .it. (1974) it common pattern is for the t!-Ad nt:ength, the field angle
and the ion flux to .111 change together on the magnetosphere Nick' of the
boundary. with the angle and flux changes extending out further into the
m.agnetos:hoath. Low enorgv electron fluxes .i I rco twod not change in
r
coincidence with the field changes (Ogilvie et al.. 1971). Kaufmann
and Konr.idi (1973) found that the .Ingle chine took notabl y loltger
thmi the field magnitude change on about half the orbits they studied.
An example (if 80 ms IMP-6 magnetic field data awross the magnotopaurco
is presentod 'ell Figur . ' 7.	 Field magnitude iss shown at the bottom along
with three orthogonal field components:. The B 1 componenc is that in
the minimum variance direction (wee below) and B y is aligned near the
magnetosphere field direction.	 lit 	 examplo the field rotates through
an angle of 1500 between 2':01:30 and 2:04:30 with most of the' rotat ton takini;
place during a rela,twt v long interval of almost 2 minute,. Plasma data
for this event (Fit armn and Hones, 1Q78) show a well developed boundary
Liver with appreciablo densities and flow vulocit ies persist itir until
!	 2:1.'.	 Hie ways at frryurnriess near the proton g y rofrequvn,-v (0.46 Hz
tit
	
30 y field) c • an he seen in the field rcvers.iI ro t; ton near ':01 its
we'll .lti .1t ,'.lrI ic'I. t imes 111 the magnotoNheatIt. 	 Such w.1VeN :Il'e often StICII
I
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In this region (her.gtebauer et al.. 1974; Fairtield. 1976b) and ma y be
important in the diffusion of particles into thv magnetosphere (Evintar
And Wulf, 1968). Fairfield 09760 hHK noted the similarl y of theme
waves to those in the magne[osheath which he identified FIN ion cyclotron
•	 waved.
The occurrence of waves at frequencies above the proton cyclotron
frequency is not cua outstanding characteristic of the magnetopauHe. 1110
magnetopause can normal I  be	 ident if ied	 in	 the data taken at theme fregnencivs
(e.g.,	 Holzer et al..	 19h6)	 but	 it	 is	 usually apparent only as the boundary
between emissions that are characteriHtte of the magnetos-heath or the
magnetosphere (Russell et al.. 1474; Notigebauer et al., 1974). Neugebauer
et al.. do, however, present ow example (their Figure 13) where waves
unique to the magnetopause may be present.
Anni'--r characteristic of high resolution magnetic field data across
the m - . . 1etop3UHC that has been noted by several authors (Auhry et al.,
1971; Neugebauer et a.., 1974; hairfield, 1976b) in its vuriablltt y from
one crossing to another. Even crossings Hepar.ited by onl y
 :a few minutes
In time can have quite different appearances in terms of time asvale.
t luctuat imi level and angle change.
	 It is, of course. this variabil lty
that makos experimental studies so difficult.
MAGNETOPAUSE MOTIONS
Spacecraft passing through the magnetopau ge region often experience
multiple encounters with t':e magntopause (e.g.. see Figure 6). 1'h is
fact implies that the boundary is usually moving relative to its average
location with velocities which must he or the order of or Larger than space-
craft velocltie- which are tvOically I to 2 km/ties. Higher magnotopause velocities
are Implied by the Voyager 1 spacecraft which passed through the
11
d,
magnetopause region at 11 km/sec on Its way to Jupiter and still saw
.4 # - vcn crossings of the boundary (M. Acuna, private coitmunication).
Velocity estimates are difficult to obtain with mea stir rments from
a single spacecraft and they range trom the low spacecraft velocities
up to hundreds of km/sec. Holzer et al. (190h) used i, simple model of
uniform oscillatory motion with peak to peak amplitude of 0.5 IZ E
 and
period 20 minutes to obtain a velocity of — 10 km/sec.
	 Milt li
	 t
higher velocities were estimated by Auhry et al. (1971) In a study of
multiple crossings eluting; a two-hour interval when Ilse magnetopausc moved
gradually inward with an inbound spacecraft. They concluded that tice
multiple cross:ngs were duc e
 to wave: on the tnsgnetopause surface that were
	 1
propagating; tailward with magnetosheath-I ike velocities of . 200 km /sc•c , . Such
waves were thought to occur in two distinct period ranges of	 5 minutes and
10 seconds. The Kelvin-Helmholz instability was proposed as a possible
source of thew waves.
'('his evidence for tailward Irropagattns waves on the magnetopause
tollows from an analysis that was originally proposed by Kaufmann and 	 j
Konradl (1969)	 id is illustrated in Figure R.	 Tn the presence of such
tailward propagating boundary waves, a spacecraft located in the magneto-
sheath near the boundary will see the magnetopause pass over it while
this boundary has a normal in the direction indicated by the solid vector.
As the wave passes over the spacecraft it will re-enter the magnelosheath
while the normal is oriented in the direction illustrated by the dashed
vectors. A wave propagating sunward would reverse the vector tilts for	 4
the same sense of crossing. Aubry et al. (1971) computed magnetopause
normals with the variance analysis technique (des(, ribed below) and found
that the vectors were tilted in a more tailward direction for magnetosheath
12
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the boundary and the , spacecraft Is known, the thickness is easily deter-
mined as the product of velocity and the observed crossing time. Dura-
tions for magnetopause crossings generally range from a few seconds to
a few minutes when they are determined from magnetic field changes.
Heppner (1967) suggested one minute as a typical crossing time for non-
multiple encounters whlrh presumably occur with lower velocities.
Sonnerup (1976) found an avi • rage of 24 seconds for 57 crossings that
occurred .--1 19 different OGO-5 passes. These numbers may vary Some
depending on whether the field magnitude change or the angle change is
considered,but such variations are probably small compared to changes
from one encounter to another.
Figure 9 compares various experimental determinations of magnetopause
thicAness with the gyroradius prediction of the simple kinetic theories
(e.g., Willis, 1971, 1975). A minimum experimental thickness can probably
be taken as 1 or 2 km/sec times 1 minute and is seen to correspond to the
maximum theoretical prediction of ...100 km. More typical numbers of 30
seconds times 5 to Ill km/sec give values :several times the thermal gyroradius.
The magnetosheath flow speeds of 200 km/sec give even greater thicknesses,
even if they are associated with rapid 2 to 4-second crossing durations.
Two additional experimental determinations F':own Li Figure 9 are probably
even more reliable as they are independent of assuriptions -bout wave
motion or boundary recurrence frequency.
Kaufman and Konradi (1973) used the finite gyroradii of 140 Kev
protons to determine the speed and thickness of the magnetopause. They
determines the proton gradient near the magnetopause from the east-west
differences in protoa fluxes whose gyrocenters were at greater and less
14
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typical of the magnetosphere, we may turn this argument around and
s ►►ggest that several hundred km gyrorad it associated with 10 Kev
particles are a more likely value for the thickness of these regions.
The collection of inform ► t Ion on magnetopause thickness summarized
in Figure 9 seems to indicate that magnetic field changes it the
magnetopause usually takes place over is distance of at least several
thermal ion gyroradii. This conclusion is reached by using techtriqucs
which do not require estimates of boundary motions and it is consistent
with the more numerous studies which must use t hest , more uncertain
estimates. The frequvntIy cited number of a 100 km thermal gyroradius
	 1
r
	 for an experimental thickness is probably somewhat low. More accurate
future determinations of magnetepaust , thickness art , more apt to he on the
higher side than the lower side of this few hundered km figure, particularly
if magnctopause waves arc moving at magnetosheath-like velocities.
THE SEARCH FUR; RiOTATIONAL DISCONTINUITIES
The observation of rotational discontinuities at the magnetopause
would constitute direct evidence for an open magnetosphere and hence a
starch for these structures has been the subject of a number of papers
(see references in Sonnorup and Ledley, 1974). The identifying characteristics
of a rotational discontinuity are as follows (e.g., Sonnerup and Lvdley): 1) the
existence of a non-zero field component along the direction normal to
the magnetopause; 2) a positive sign to this Iield component in one
hemisphere and a negative sign in the other; and 3) a
particular sense of rotation of the tangential component across the
discontinuity.
	
In n strict M111) rotational discontinuity the total field
strength does not change across the discontinuity, but Sonnerup and
]b
i(
Ledley (1974) have introduced tilt- term "rotational form" to extend tit.•
h	 MHD concept to a more realistic situation where .in[sotrepic plasma
'	 pressures permit tilt- I le l d magnitude to change across the d iscont inu it y.
6
	
	
The search for the B component has received primary attention In most
studies witl, the rotation of the tangential component being emphasized
only by Sonnerup.
t
i	 The primary difficulty encountered in -,tudying magnetopause dis-
continuities Is identifying the direction normal to the discontinuity.
This normal is usuall y determined by the "minitnunt variance" technique
originally introduced by Sonnerup and Cahill (1967). In this method
the magnet is f ield nu c asurcrnent r. are used t o select the normal direct ion,
r	 n, that minimizes the quantity ^(B 1 - <B> ) • n. Here ii i are the vector
mea:;urenlents made throughout the magnetopause region and < B> Is the
average over the interval. The primary weakness of this method is that
I	 it asssumes that the normal di rect ion does not change during the space-
craft traversal of the structure. As we have discussed above, there is
considerable evidence that waves oil 	 boundary surface often change
the boundary orientation by angles as large as tens of degrees on time
scales that are not appreciably longer thorn spacecraft crossing times.
Note that a change in n of only 10 in a 60 y field can introd.ice a change.
•	 in B
n 
a.i large as 1 y.
The net result of many minimum variance studies is that they have
failed to identify rotational forms in the great majority of crossings
and have only possibly identified them in a small subset of selected
crossings. Sonnerup and Ledley (1974) present their two best examples
of rotational forms which they extracted from a set of 50 crossings.
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Support In h t he it idont I I t • at to it Is t he ohHerved norm.l 1 t• omi0neut .Intl
the Iact t11.11 1 h t.11ly,t'IILi.lI compotlt • n1 W.IN Ioutld to rot -it e thro111,11 .111
.111gle of a Imu>:t 270t' In t he "eorrrr! " :tenth • rat her than through the
t+m.11lor angle of .., 400	Dvt rat, tIng Irom the rredIbIIIt y of their
.I11.11vsIm Ili the t iot that t lit , Ir normaI dI rev tI % it was ItIglily dolvildent
tnl tht' 1vlIgth of the dat.1 ilitt • rvaI lhev .111:11 vied.	 Using, ttit • it Ilreterred
all, llyNls interval, II II wau -8.4 ),	 1 1 :4 inl; ti.lt.i Irom .1 Hull- Interval.
Ihev ohl.tined an it that was 55 `t diftt • rollt ft''tit the t[rst .111.1 a norulal
r0111111ont • tit I hat w.I?. +I.: ) .	 wo lllll:+t t • onV Ithic I hat rot.It Ion.l l torIlls
have not het'lt C011V I I11v in l;Iv Itit'nt ifI 1, I ' ll ! wt •
 ,.hould appret Lit t •
 that tilts
111.1v ht' due to d I t f icti I t i e:+ ill Ideal [ fy illy; t lit-ill .Intl trot hw ,lu:u' l ht v
do not exist.
1:11110 purvuinl, the t+e,lrth fur It 	 it IS lisettil to vollsider W11.It
Il
value of ti ought to ht' obsorl ed In .t mutit • I of an open nl.11;netu::phet'e.
n
'1'o do this We mi l;ht est i tit. Ito Ihat t lux Ie.IViny; Iht , Itrar-earth
magnt'tosphere (Y	 -20 K h,) might be equivalent to that f lux IeavIlig
the e.lt'tIt tit , twovIt /I ts and SO" I.It ituttt • within i hours of lot • . 11 noon
which Is ... 1000 ) K r, ` ..	 If KucIt f lux exited throu l,h a 5 R  x Ill R 
area of the day side vitsp, It would protilU't' ,I 1,1thor largt • .`(l ) normal
component .	 On t lit , of her hand. II' I t wore it I.-, I. r Ihut od over t ho
111.I l1,netOHpin • re surface ::ullw.lI'd of X r - .'0 KI. , it would y,ive .1 vIrt it. 111v
undetectahlr normal t• ompunent of onl y — 0.5 ). hence. Iht , questtott
tit whel hor norms l compont • nt s at  till i forml v d i st I- ihuted or what hr: t hev
exist In i::ol:lted 001;10118 1S (Iultr inylol-tant.
tit er'n ( 1 1)7'3) ha:. -ml-p—st ett I hat 1101 .111.11 t'onlpullt • nt v w i 1 1 hr rost r iet ell
t o I [tit it ed spat (.I I roklons.	 Ill• noted that i t Interplanet ary find lint•::
1Jere "01111oct od ti t 11611;1tet a::phert • I told I 1 tit's :I 111111; .111 t'xt 0lided 1'.1:11 -Wt'st
1
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line alont; ill y
 tl.ivt:idt , magnrtk , i.aut:t', Ilse -lit Ial winti t'I I l i' tI'II . 1 it'Id when
proIerted dowtl lit the ionosphere would lit- .tit ordet kit magnitude Iargrt
than 111.1t which I4 observed.	 To rt'tlurt ,
 t lit 4 1 , 1 tit , trit , l leld Iit' propose-:
that the 1 irltl I Ines leave the ulagaetttt+phere through .In at . , . I of l I lit lted
ext ettt In t ht' dawtl-tillsk tliret't it it btlt Which ext ends ver y 1.11' dawn t he
Ia111.	 'l'his rtt ii, .'ltt 1s vs., ry 41inII.Ir to the model of MorI II I alld 1luenhv,
0971 )  whfrh was based on obser y .It loll y of the entr y it  enrrgrt it'
start it les. Wi t h t his p in tiro nnich of t liv inagnetopatise and t a i I bktundary
might be .1 t. ► ngent fill dlsront Inult y with oniv .1 I imIt -it region or
. twIsulow" corresponding to it rot.11 1olt.tl di tic t'm I lilt It y .	 This window Would
ht• observed rather infreyuk'nt Iv and might explitln the infrequent obser-
vat tolls of It it.	 At l lltitlgh an ext eiis ive Nearril tor It 11 kill 1 lic botltld.11'V t i t t lic
tail has ii t been Carr led out , Fatrt fold (1978) ha-: IIkIt-it tII.tt the titII is
skewed slightIv toward the t'\lWk't..t i. 'at Ion of such .t window. 	 This
w t1dow shout 
	
rliallgl t ft's' (IitIorelit intel'pI:111e1at' y 4ertol' politrititts
.Is  t h r tail i s f ound t o it, , .
Tlit• IIIt3l I.ATITUDF MAC.Nt'1X)VA1':,'1
With the it I""Ovrry of tIt.t davoide polar rusts .Ind ItIamnia on high
tat Itude f told I ir1e-, kit the "rnt r y laver' , , COW. tderablr	 interest h.u•
focused I'll 1 ht • n.tt tit 4 , kit t lit- h 1 gh I it i t ud t' nl.tµnel opative.	 Where,u<
earl y m:1gnot It- t Ield studies of the low tat stud y poll it'll I) IF tht' rush
(Fairfield and Ness, 1 1117.1) were frequent iv unable tit Wont Ifs I clear
b0%IIId.11' y .111lid the large fluk'tual tons of tht-: high lilt itude region, nxire
recent liFOS sat I ,  I itr -,tudIos wit :rh use lilasma dat.i Olatisen et .tl.t
107 (1; l i.t-:rltithum et .il., 1 11 70 art` tistiall y able its tit, ta'.	 (Ill :1 of
C.tSes i it t Ile st utiv b y havrendt' I et it I . , 1 1178.)	 The h i t;he t I .tt I , to I. 1	 +
I k)
1•
	 part ion of the cusp (the boundary of the plasma mantIe) is almost always
read iIv Went If iahle (Havrendrl e: a1., 1478).
	
If.utsen e' it
	 (1970)
conclude that the outer boundary of ttu- entry layer is a tangent laI
discontinuity, but in view of the difficultles involved In deternt fit :ng
boundary nornials and the large fluctuations In thin: region, tilts Con-
clusion should he taken with some rt-servat(on.
	 liarrentIvI et al. (197(1).
on the other hand, suggest that reconnect ton occurs at the boundary of
the entry laver but in spat ial ly limited regionrs and In a sporadic t imt--
I
dependent mariner. This reconnection is proposed as accompanying art eddv
diffusion process which is the primary means of particte entry. in
support of this picture. Ilaerendel et al. note that high field pulses
with durations: of a fraction of a minute s:umetimess oecur in the low
latitude boundary laver. They prop.':" that these pulses: are m,lnlfest.t-
tions of stressed field lines which are being pulled down::tre.tm by
flowing plasma element;: that have reconne, • tvd in the cusp.
A further study of the hotindary of the entr y
 laver (Fairfield and
Hanes, 1978) utilized more rapidly sampled data from tier IMI'-h spacecraft.
Figure 10 shows magnetic field Jeta sampled at 80 cosec intervals: B is
the field iu.sguitude and 0 and S are latitude aad lot ;itt•de angles in
solar magnetospheric coord in.tces. Plasma density n and veloc i t v v are
shown for every spacecraft spin (_ 13 sec). 1n the shaded regions this
density is Tightly lower, the field m: ► gnitude higher, and the field
direction points in a generally dusskward direction as is expected for a
distorted dipole field near 9:00 LT. These ch.tr.tcteriti: ics Went ify
V , shaded region its entry layer. The velocit ies seen .+n this orbit are
quite variable nit a time scale of minute,, although ssucrrssive 13-second
z
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determinations art- usually similar in direction. We note such surprising
flown: as (l) duskward and sunward slow in the high density region at
14:00 . ► nd 14:08 which is directed exactly opposite to the flow th. ► t is
expected in this region and which is indvvd seen at 14:14 and (2) downw. ► rd
How in the lower density region at 14:21 but duskward flow in the same
region at 14:24:30. These measurements are ver y suggestive of the turhulent
eddies proposed by Haerendel et al., (1978).
SlR1Pi M
The earth's magnetopause is usually readily identified by a change
in magnetic field magnitude and orientation and a change in plasma density
and temperature~. The location of the magnetopause is predicted by the
pressure balance between the solar wind kinetic pressure and the geo-
magnetic field pressure. However, the local pressure balance at the
magnetopause is often between a denser magnetized plasma in the
magnetosheath and a hot tenuous magnetized plasma fit 	 magnetosphere
both plasmas having ii values not far from unity. A liege magnetoshenth
field becomes particul. ► rly important in the pres.ikire balance when
Into rplanetary fields oriented perpendicular to the earth-sun line are
associated with the development of a magnets--heath plasm; ►
 depletion layer
adjacent to the magnetopause, The general appearance of the magneto-
pause structure is further controlled by the interplanetary field since
southward fields tend to produce large angle changes across-the magneto-
pause while northward fields produce smaller angle changes. Since the
angle change across the magnetopause is a direct measure of the
magnetopause current system, it is clear that the interplanetary field
is controlling the pattern of magnetopause current flow.
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The detailed structure of the magnetopause often differs apprect.,
from otte orb it t o f ht' iiext and even tilt :rows tugs weparat ed by ttnl y it f ew
minutest lit time. The cha n ge tit 	 across tltr maguetopause often takes
longer than tilt , change In magnitude. with the atsgle ,11.111p .
 extetsdint;
f urt her out toward tilt , magitt-t osheath. Clv-ngc>i lit
	
ie le flux treed not
eor'respotid exactly to field changes but this do g e: not necessarily
 imply
that pressure halance is not Iliaimained across the m.l netopause.
F I uc t tia t Iona near the proton gyro  retitien: y a ry quite conanon and may bit
important lit be diffusive entry of part isle s which torn t lit, hottndary
Iavcr. Waves it freyut,n e ivs above tut ,
 proton gyrolreyuen : v have not
bectl reporte .l as an outst :ulding characterise is of the magnetop: ► use.
Good evidence ex ists for t a i lw.trd propagat ing w.lvt a on t lu• M.1 9110t opause
with periods its low as .! t ew seconds. Thole w: ►veH :asst , the botntdar y to
nit , ve with vela: it ies t lot are probabl y
 ttear Ill km/svo but could v.tsi Iv br
larger or smaller by .1 factor of to at various t imes.	 These vvIoL.itIt's
are usuall y larger th.tn those of the observits t; apat • ccr.11t .nt0 ilen:e
ntttlt iple boundary crossings are commonly sects. 	 'I'llirt y -acotids is it
typical t tine for the boundary to pass over the spacecraft, so .t 1 ikt,ly
thickness for the magnotopause current sheet Is it few hundred kilometers
or a few magnetosheat It-t herma 1-prat on gyrorad i i . 'These t b i cknosses ;ire
ttear but probably somewhat larger tha­ the larger of the possible
thicknesses predicted b y 'A netle theories.
'	 Magnetop.utse w.tvt,s probably change the boundary normal direct ion by
iat least several degrees during a crossing; interval.	 In this situat loft, the
t	 normal field compont-nt that would lit , expected in :lit open m: gnotosphert'
i	 cannot be accurately determined with the mtninutm variance technitltle. This
a
diff icult y nt.ty account for t Ott, lack of direct support Ina; evidence for an
I
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open magnetosphere - a modal that is supported by an extensive body of
Indirect evidence. An alternative explanation for the lack of : ►n
observed norm.il component may be that this component exists in it
spatially isolated region that is infrequently sam p led by spacecraft.
The high latitude magnetopause forms the outer boundary of the entry
layer, but its magnetic structure is not obviously different from that at
lower latitudes. Suggestions that this region is the site of reconnection
arise not from direct evidence for reconnection but more from it lack of
evidence for low latitude reconnection along with a desire to preserve
the concept of open field lines which explain so many observations.
Tile suggestion that high latitude reconnection is localized, time-
dependent and associated with eddy diffusion is supported by observed
variability in the fields and flows. The mag,netopan a model indicated
by a considerable body of data has open field lines, but the lack of
enerp d isssaipation near the magnetopause has carat sonu ,
 doubt on
the importance of the reconnection process that in thought to produce
them.
FUTURE STUDIES
Further insights into magnetopause processes can be derived from both
direct and indirect observations of thes.• processes. Direct observat toils
by the dual ISEE spacecraft should yield considerable information on
magnetopause nx)tion, thickness and time variations. Normal component
determinations will probably remain difficult. but the limitations on
how well the .:an bt- measured should become clear. viret—d imensiona I
plasma observations should clearly indicate the presence or absence
of flown: resulting from reconnection. With more accurate knowledge
t
.l
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of thicknesses and a better determination of real spat lal variations it
should ho , Increasingly possible to classify various structures and
determine their dependence on tip tit ream Condit ions and on ttic aaate of
the magnetosphere.
Indirect inferences of magnetopause processes can he obtained by
i continued comparisons of interplanetary field orientations with various
magnetosphere measurements such as solar particles •
 micropulsattons and
magnetospherlc electric fields and currant systems.
Theoretical studies must attempt to include such important para-
meters as magnetotiheath magnetic fields and ncignetosphere plasmas. The
concept of idealized MD rotational discontinuities must be abandoned
in favor of the more complicated structure associated with hot anisotropic
plasmas. Continued attempts must be made to bridge the gap between
the kinetic and fluid :approaches to the magnetopausv.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. IMF'-6 magnetic field and plasma data on a pass through the 	 1
reg on of the magnetopause and the how shock,. The magneto-
pause is clearly evident as a discontinuity in all
parameters at 2:50.
Figure 2. Higher time resolution magnetic field data for the pass
shown in Figure 1. The total energy density (plasma
plus field) is shown above the field strength along with
plasma B, density and velocity vectors.
Figure 3. Magnetic field and plasma data on a pass through the
magnetopause. The interplanetary field happened to be
aligned nearly parallel to the local geomagnetic field and
the magnetopause can :.nly be identified by the plasma
discontinuity and increase in field fluctuations.
Figure 4. Higher resolution magnetic field data for the pass shown
in Figure 3. Magnetosheath field strengths are larger than
those of the magnetosphere causing magnetosphere S to exceed
that in the magnetosheath.
Figure 5. A schematic illustration of: (a) an interplanetary field aligned
with the earth sun line which creates a field that is weak and
variable in the magnetosheath, and (b) an interplanetary field
perpendicular to the earth sun line which is associated with field
lines that are draped over the magnetosphere and form the plasma
depletion layer.
Figure 6. Magnetic field data illustrating multiple magnetopause crossings
that occurred when the interplanetary field was weak and oriented
within 350 of the earth sun line. The magnetopause is
rairNwr^ww	 '^
Iidentified as the boundary of the high field regions within which
the field attains the orientation seen later during an extended
spacecraft traversal of the magnetosphere.
Figure 7. Magnetic field magnitude and three components sampled at
80 millisecond intervals across it magnetopause current
sheet. A 0.5 y average component along the calculated
magnetopause normal, B
n
, is small compared to the variations
in this component during the crossings.
Figure 8. A schematic illustration of how magnetopause normals are
differently oriented when tailward propagating waves cause
the spacecraft to enter or exit the magnetosphere.
Figure 9. Illustrating how various experimentally determined magneto-
pause thicknesses are all at or above the gyroradius
predictions of kinetic theory.
Figure 10. Multiple crossings of the boundary between the high latitude
entry layer (shaded regions) and the adjacent magnetosheath
like region. The flow vectors assume various orientations
at different times and are suggestive of turbulent eddies
near this boundary.
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